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Objectives & Achievements

CSFV_GODIVA (Improve tools and strategies for the prevention and control of classical swine fever) is a project focusing on classical swine fever. The disease is endemic in much of Asia and parts of Europe. The current available vaccine show limitations: they are not suitable for oral application and the differentiation between vaccinated and infected animals is impossible. This complicates the disease surveillance and international trade. CSFV_GODIVA undertook to find solutions to these problems. The project developed a new marker vaccine that allows this differentiation. The attenuated live marker vaccine is now in the process of registering. The project team also created a rapid response vaccine candidate. This new emergency response vaccine will prevent slaughtering of all pigs. It will also reduce treatment costs.

CSFV_GODIVA worked on the monitoring and control of the disease and developed new tools to do so. The team conducted research on genetic and immunology tests. They created a cheap and portable colorimetric test that is more effective for field testing. They also set up more effective vaccine delivery system.
Chengdu University, the Chinese partner provided information in pig production and feral pig distribution in China. This was illustrated during field visits. They facilitated meetings with the veterinary authorities of Sichuan province and vaccine producers. During the project meetings information was exchange about CSF epidemiology, diagnosis and vaccine development.

The project provides better tools to handle swine fever, one of the most damaging diseases of domestic pigs worldwide with dramatic consequences for the farmers and for international trade. As these viruses do not stop at the borders, international collaboration is necessary to handle the issue. The projects’ outcomes improve prevention, detection and control of the two diseases.

Profile of the Testimonial Speaker

Dr. Rong Gao obtained his doctorate degree in Veterinary College of Northeast Agricultural University in 1994 and joined Sichuan University in 1996. He went to Denmark Technical University (DTU) as a visiting scholar for one year, and made friends with the scientists of Danish National Veterinary Institute in DTU who later invited him to join the European FP7 Research Project. He is now a professor of Life Sciences College and deputy director of Key lab of Bio-resource and Eco-environment of Ministry of Education in Sichuan University. His research interest is animal immunology, genetics and biotechnology. He participated in CSFV-GODIVA, a European FP7 Research Project, in 2009 and took part in the epidemiology and vaccine immunological responses to CSFV vaccination. Through the fruitful cooperation with European partners during the joint research, he established stable academic exchange relations with 16 European institutions, and benefited much from his European partners from joint experiments and mutual visits thereafter. His lab is now still keeping close collaboration with his 16 European partners, which promote his research career and result in more opportunities for cultivating open-minded graduate students with global view. His pleasant cooperative experience positively advances the progress of animal diseases control and development of molecular immune regulators in the future.

Quote

“It’s amazingly wonderful for me to make many nice friends in Europe in addition to contribute new knowledge which can benefit my country and people, the international joint research can turn to be the bridge leading to friendship and happiness for participants.”

— Dr. Rong GAO